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Dubai is known more for its tourism industry these days than the oil industry that helped it come up
in the 1960â€™s. Being a modern city built on traditional values, Dubai manages to capture the worldâ€™s
attention every time plans for a new monument or structure are put up. This is simply because
everything in Dubai and the UAE is built big and extraordinary which often become landmarks for
the world to see.

Although the desert safaris and adventure water sports in Dubai are the main items on a touristâ€™s
itinerary, sightseeing is often the first things that one would give the highest priority when they land
in Dubai. As mentioned earlier every monument and corporate structure erected in Dubai is nothing
short of sheer opulence which is why people are often left in awe once they pass the busy streets
when they enter the city. But again there is only so much that one can view from within the city. With
so many tall structures in place it is often hard to get a clear view of the ginormous architectural
feats that flank the cityâ€™s main roads. The noisy streets choked with traffic will also deafen your fond
memories of exploring the city on foot.

The best views as most shutterbugs will tell you are the ones from outside the city. How do get
those views? Well itâ€™s fairly simple, get onto boat ride out into the creek and then enjoy the view.
Even if doing all of that may sound easy, getting things in place should be the least of your troubles;
especially when you are a tourist.

The Dhow Dinner Cruises Company has simplified things and taken the Dubai sightseeing
experience to a whole new level. They offer the Arabian dhow which has been modified to give
tourists all the amenities they need while tourists enjoy panoramic views of the city from the creek.

Dhows are trading vessels primarily used to carry heavy items, like fruit, fresh water or
merchandises, along the coasts of the Arabian Peninsula, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and East
Africa. Even today, dhows make commercial journeys between the Persian Gulf and East Africa
using sails as their only means of propulsion.

What makes the Dhow Dinner Cruises Companyâ€™s Arabian dhows so different from normal boats is
that they have all the necessary amenities; are quiet and tourists simply love the tranquillity of the
whole UAE sightseeing experience as the dhow glides silently along the Dubai Creek. Dhow Dinner
Cruises Companyâ€™s dhow dinner cruise in Dubai offers tourists and regulars sightseeing, along with
the dinner making the whole experience a comfortable and convenient one. Moreover, the dhows
can easily accommodate many people which is the reason why they have been the premier cruise
organisers when it comes to New Year bashes, birthday parties, get-togethers and even corporate
lunches.

Make your dhow cruise booking with today, for a memorable trip down Dubai Creek. Contact the
Dhow Dinner Cruises Company online at: www.dhowdinnercruisesdubai.com
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Diane Trader is a travel consultant with a love for the vast deserts of the Middle East and the idyllic
Arabian waters. She at Dhow Cruise Package Dubai; help the clients for booking dhow cruise
package with lovely a Dubai dinner cruises, a Dubai boat tour.
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